within some local patches of its receptive field, it actually responds best to horizontal or obliquely oriented motion. exhibit compensatory head motions to stabilize gaze during body motion (for a review, see Hengstenberg, How well these locally reconstructed receptive field maps predict the responses of individual LPTCs to 1993). The neuromuscular system of the neck is controlled by a number of sensory modalities, including the global image dynamics encountered during natural behavior remains to be explored. visual system, neck mechanoreceptors, and the halteres (Gilbert and Bauer, 1998). By attaching miniature inducOwing to the complex and diverse interactions among sensory modalities during flight, it is often difficult to tive field coils to the head and thorax of a fly, Schilstra and van Hateren (1998) were able to track head and assess the systems level function of individual elements of the flight control system, such as the LPTCs. In short, body motions independently during free flight. They found that during saccades, flies engage a triphasic it is hard to study much of the flight system unless the animal is actually flying. Accordingly, a "psychophysiprogram of syndirectional and counterdirectional head rotations that minimize the duration of motion blur. The cal" approach has been in use for over 30 years in which an intact tethered fly is surrounded by a visual display net result of this stereotyped pattern of kinematics is that the head rotation, and thus optic flow across the that it controls by modulating either its wing motion or the magnitude of aerodynamic torque. The fly's attempt eye, begins after the onset of body rotation, is faster, and shorter in duration than body rotation. Thus, as to steer is coupled to the rotational velocity of the visual display, thus closing the feedback loop between motor with eye saccades in humans, the fly is equipped with neuromuscular machinery that limits the blur induced output and visual input. For example, as the fly exerts an attempted turn to the left, the visual scene moves to by self-rotation to brief periods. The motion-sensitive cells of the lobula plate undoubtthe right at a speed that is proportional to the strength of the attempted turn ( Figure 2B, left) . In order to explore edly supply critical input to the flight control system. The visual system, however, is not the only sensory the role of LPTCs during visual closed-loop flight, Kimmerle and Egelhaaf (2000) presented a fly with an object modality that detects self-motion during flight. Mechanosensory fields at the base of the beating halteres moving relative to a textured background. Having recorded the sequences of pattern motion generated by detect Coriolis forces that result when the fly rotates in space (Nalbach, 1993). These gyroscopic sensory orthe fly as it flew in the tethered flight simulator, they "replayed" these visual stimuli to an immobilized fly gans mediate reflexive changes in wing kinematics that stabilize the animal against mechanical perturbations while recording intracellularly from LPTCs ( Figure 2B , right). They found that the FD cells show high specificity during flight (Dickinson, 1999) . Due to the rapidity of mechanosensory transduction, the haltere system for object motion irrespective of concomitant background motion. This was an unexpected finding given should be more effective at detecting high-speed body rotations, while detecting slower rotations or drift during that the object specificity of FD cells has been attributed in part to inhibition by large-field image motion.
flight is more easily performed by the visual system. Thus, these two sensory modalities encode different As flies explore their environment, they experience rotation, translation, and expansion cues simultaneranges of oscillation frequencies over which the animal operates. ously. To characterize the responses of HS cells to the natural complexity of optic flow, Kern et al. (2001) How is the sensory code of the visual and mechanosensory system translated into the motor code of the tracked the trajectory of a fly walking freely within a textured arena (Figure 2C, left) , then displayed the refly's flight control muscles? The answer lies within the structure and function of its motor system. Fly wings constructed pattern of optic flow while recording intracellularly from an HS interneuron ( Figure 2C, right) . beat so fast that steering muscles can only fire a single action potential within each stroke cycle. Thus, imporChanges in membrane potential were strongly correlated with the angular velocity of image motion. They tant motor control parameters are not the number or frequency of muscle potentials, but rather whether or then tested the effects of varying the spatial composition of the scene by digitally mapping the fly's true trajectory not the muscle fires in any given stroke, and if it does, its phase within the cycle (for a review, see Dickinson closer to the arena walls, to a larger arena, and to a spatially sparse arena. Remarkably, they found that HS and Tu, 1997). For this reason, in order to drive steering motor neurons at mechanically effective phases of the activity is largely independent of the spatial structure of optic flow, suggesting that HS functions in detecting stroke cycle, visual input must be gated by wingbeat synchronous mechanosensory feedback. Surprisingly, angular rotation, but not translation. This is peculiar, because when they projected purely translational flow, there is little evidence that visual feedback excites the steering muscles of the wings directly, although this as would be encountered if the fly walked along the diameter of the arena, HS was quite responsive. These omission may again reflect the differences between flying animals and dissected preparations. However, like results were taken from walking animals that took slow meandering 2-D trajectories unlike the motion of a flying the aerodynamically active forewings, the halteres are equipped with their own set of steering muscles, which insect. It remains to be seen how HS, or other LPTCs, actively encode the translation and expansion cues gendo receive strong excitatory input from descending visual interneurons (Chan et al., 1998 Figure 1B) , could serve either to allow the visual system to indirectly initiof visual acuity. As with humans and other animals, flies ate responses in wing steering muscles or to control the gain of haltere-mediated reflexes. The complexity and reciprocity of sensorimotor reflexes within the thorax may help to explain how such complex and robust behavior emerges from a relatively small number of descending interneurons. The descending pathway may simply act as neuronal "puppet strings" by supplying tonic input to the phasic reflexes reverberating within the thoracic sensorimotor system. A fly's sesame seed-sized nervous system acts as a complex processor fusing multiple channels of sensory information to control a vast array of output degrees of freedom. If the principles that engender a fly with its robust agility could be discovered and formalized for general use, the result would catalyze a revolution in our understanding of how sensory codes are integrated and transformed into the motor codes governing sophisticated behaviors across taxa.
